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Allegra Hicks: An Eye for Design examines textile, interior, and fashion designer Allegra Hicksâ€™
approach to design and luxury. The book retraces the genesis of her patterns over the past decades
of her work. Season by season, Hicks presents her original textile and pattern designs alongside
beautiful photography of interiors, landscapes, and unexpected points of nature. Essays on design,
color, and seasonal elements will inspire readers to look at interiors and fabrics in a new and
different way. Pairing original textile and pattern designs with inspiring photography of interiors and
landscapes, the book is an internal voyage through Allegra Hicksâ€™ mind.Â Praise for Allegra
Hicks: An Eye for Design:"PornÂ for fabric fanatics."Â --House Beautiful
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I have to admit I was drawn to this book because of the cover. It was just so darn pretty. I tend to be
drawn to geometric prints in home, art and fashion. This book definitely has it's share of geometry,
but what I actually enjoyed best were the snippets she wrote on her design process. Allegra
considered such topics as memory, gardens, complementaries, texture, multiplicity, water, India,
contrast, composition, energy and eclecticism while creating her designs. It was rather inspirational
to read about her process and now I plan on exploring these topics myself through photography. I'm
going to use these topics as springboards for my own designs. It will be fun to see what emerges!

Wonderful photos, designs that inspire, and a layout to show how design comes from and

influences daily life & objects.

Have we read this book?NoDoes my wife think it looks good on the shelf?YesIt is serving its
purpose.

This is a perfect coffee table book with lots of graphics inside, very minimal text though if that's what
you are looking for. The outside cover is as beautiful as all of the images inside.

The pure design in this book is gorgeous and inspired. People throw around the word "genius" but
they remain rare. This book has convinced me that Allegra Hicks belongs in that group.Even rarer is
the ability to convey one's design process to other people. Hicks' ability to do this makes the book a
treasure for more than just the fabulous patterns and colors.The book is a treasure and worth
buying simply for the many brilliant designs it includes, and even more helpful if you're in a creative
visual field and looking for inspiration.

it's a beautiful book but it largely close-ups of fabrics, nature, objects...not a lot of interiors. I was
disappointed in the book.

I love this book, the photography is beautiful, sublime colours - I leave it open on a table in my
house so I can enjoy the images all day. I originally borrowed it from the library and then just had to
buy it. Inspiring.

I have been tempted to buy this book for months. My husband gave it to me for Christmas and I was
thrilled to get it. The first book that I received had a front cover that would not close. It was bent and
stayed approximately 1/2" open. I exchanged it for another that was even worse. I'm sending the
2nd book back as well. Disappointing.
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